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ROBINSON’S
XR GLORY

An overall victory for XR2 driver
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The fabulous circuit at Cadwell Park was the destination for the ETSL ST-XR Challenge
during the final weekend of August where we had a superb weekend of racing.
It was great to welcome a couple of new drivers in the shape of Simon Ricketts and
Anton Martin, both were full of praise for our championship.
The weekend had a familiar format with qualifying and a 20 minute race on Saturday
followed by 2 fifteen minute races on Sunday with the XR cars switched to the front of
the grid ahead of the STs for the first of these.
All our cars sported orange hearts on their windscreens in support of the marshalling
community which has endured tough times this season.
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Qualifying
BY A WHISKER

getting up to speed during qualifying he
felt he could have been higher up the
order than sixth.
As with all the circuits during this, his
debut season, Cadwell Park was new to
Mark Blunt. He was just a tenth slower
than Ryan Bowron – these pair were
seventh and eighth.
For Chris Jones, Cadwell was always going
to be his bogey track as it was the one
circuit he had no prior experience of. To

make matters worse, all the track days in
the lead up to this weekend were either
booked up or on unsuitable dates. Jones
was grateful to Mark Blunt for giving up
one of his test sessions to enable him to
get some track time. Ninth fastest was
about what he was expecting.
Rounding out the Top Ten was Michael
Heath. Improvements to his braking
system gave him more confidence this
weekend than was the case at Snetterton.
Chris Grimes was tantalisingly
close to pipping Blackburn to pole

Michael Blackburn claimed pole by just over a tenth of a second
A number of drivers tested at Cadwell Park on
the Thursday before the meeting but it
proved to be a frustrating day with a high
number of red flags limiting the amount of
running.
One of those who was thwarted was Michael
Blackburn who had taken his ST to
Lincolnshire early and so he headed into
qualifying looking for some clear laps to get
into a rhythm but traffic meant this was
difficult to achieve. A couple of mistakes
meant he only had one clear lap but it was
enough to take pole by little more than a
tenth of a second.
It could have been different however as Chris
Grimes reckoned his best lap was potentially
0.3 secs faster but the Class D driver made a
mistake at the Gooseneck. He slowed down to
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create the space to have another unimpeded
lap but the chequered flag put paid to that
plan.
On home ground, Simon Robinson was a
remarkable third fastest overall in his XR2.
He was the only non-ST competitor in the
Top Ten, the second fastest Class A car was
Alex Causer down in fifteenth however he
has far less experience than Robinson.
Lee Bowron continues to be at the sharp end
of the action and was fourth quickest while
the fifth on the timesheets was Mark
Robinson who is slowly getting his
confidence back – and therefore his speed –
following his testing crash at Knockhill.
Sam Beckett rued the fact that he didn’t get
to test prior to the meeting, had he not been
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Qualifying Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 1

THE
EXORCIST
Lee Bowron exorcied the bad
memories of a serious crash at
Cadwell in 2020 by winning race 1

Michael Blackburn’s starts are getting better –
and this was a very good one! He converted
pole into the race lead on the run to the first
corner as Chris Grimes and Lee Bowron
slotted in behind him. By the end of the first
lap, this trio had already pulled out a sizeable
gap to fourth placed Sam Beckett.
Chris Jones may have been challenging
Beckett as he made a great start but got
boxed in behind Ryan Bowron and then both
were passed by those on the left of the grid
in the shape of the quick-off-the-mark Mike
Heath and Mark Blunt although Jones was
soon ahead of Blunt at Park after a move that
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began at Charlies.

into Mansfield but was repelled.

Thus, Becket had Mark Robinson, Michael
Heath, Ryan Bowron and Jones in his wake.

On lap 5, it was Blackburn’s turn to run wide
at Charlies which meant when the lead trio
reached Park Corner, Grimes was having a
look on Blackburn’s outside and Lee Bowron
had his nose on Grimes’ inside but there were
no changes in order – at least not yet.

Up ahead there was nothing between the first
three. This was shaping up to be a thriller!
Blackburn was trying his best to get into a
rhythm to break away but his car wasn’t
handling the way he wanted and it was
causing a few mistakes that allowed his
pursuers to keep on his tail.
A wide exit by Lee Bowron at Charlies didn’t
cost him too much time and the first 3
continued to circulate with very little between
them. Grimes had a look at passing Blackburn
www.st-xrchallenge.com

A few corners later, Blackburn ran deep going
into Mansfield which slowed him on the exit.
Worried about Grimes passing him, he
switched to the inside on the approach to The
Mountain before moving back towards the
conventional racing line just before the left
turn. Unfortunately, he was unaware that
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Grimes was overlapping on his outside and
the pair made contact. Grimes immediately
knew he had damage to his front nearside
corner and dived into the paddock entrance.
So now Lee Bowron was up to second
although he couldn’t quite get close enough
to Blackburn to launch an attack. As things
turned out, he didn’t need to because on lap
10 The Mountain was the scene of yet more
drama when, to the sound of some horrible
grinding and banging noises, Blackburn
suddenly slowed and pulled into the entrance
to the paddock – the nearside driveshaft had
popped out. He had to be towed up the hill
away from the track.
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Further investigation revealed the race-spec
gearbox mounting bolt had sheared so the
engine and gearbox were virtually swinging
around the engine bay. This is what had
caused the driveshaft to pop out. It also
caused lots of other damage where the engine
had hit chassis rails trapping pipes and cables
plus damaging the pulleys for the auxiliary
belt. Temporary and make-shift repairs were
needed to get the car running again.
Back to the race and Lee Bowron had moved
from third to the lead without passing anyone!
He kept going for the remaining 2 laps to take
what would have been a poignant win as,
when the ST-XR Challenge visited Cadwell
Park in 2020, Lee became involved in an
accident that his son, Lewis, was having with
extensive damage being caused to both cars.
So a few demons may have been laid to rest
with this victory.

11. Since then he has taken part in the
Formula First Winter Series in the early ‘90s
and, much more recently, Mazda MX5. He has
also been part of the PalmerSport team of
instructors. This race went “really well” and
Simon was delighted to finish ninth albeit due
to a couple of retirements ahead of him.
Rickett’s team mate, Jordan Shorrock,
completed the Top Ten. He has been on a
learning curve all season but feels he is really
getting to grips with being a racing driver.
Eleventh was the first of the XR runners who
started off 20 secs after the STs and, given
his performance in qualifying, it was no
surprise that this was Simon Robinson in his

XR2. He finished ahead of Class D driver, Alec
Townley, who was having a better weekend
than he had at Snetterton but he was still not
on the front-running pace. He also made a
couple of mistakes in this encounter.
Alex Causer was a comfortable second in
Class A ahead of Paul Green. This pair were
separated from the Class B cars by the ST of
Paul Brettell.
Newcomer Anton Martin drove the first Escort
to finish. He was driving Jason Hennefer’s old
white car. Martin’s competition career began
on the ovals in banger racing before he
switched to Classic Touring Cars (Pre83s). He
owns a few track-ready Fords.

Hennefer thought his season was over with the
sale of his XR3i but thanks to Lee Bowron, he
was out in the blue Escort which Ryan Bowron
drove to the 2019 Class B title. It hadn’t been
used since then. Hennefer only picked up the
car a week before this meeting so he had a
rush to get it ready. Furthermore, it had a few
differences to his old car, not least it was
lighter so he had to carry more ballast. There
was also an issue with the engine which
blunted his pace.
Our final finisher was Ron Loffstadt who would
love to spend more time developing his car but
work commitments prevent him from doing so.

Anton Martin made his debut
in Jason Hennefer’s old XR3i

Sam Beckett finished second as Mark Robinson
followed in his wheel tracks. After Ryan
Bowron passed Michael Heath at Charlies the
winner’s son latched onto the back of
Robinson until the penultimate lap when Ryan
began locking up under braking before his car
snapped to the right approaching the
Gooseneck putting him on the grass. The
incident dropped him behind Chris Jones who
had passed Heath at the Hairpin on the second
lap and then, on the last circuit, Bowron struck
trouble again at the same section of track
which meant Heath, Gareth Pilling and Mark
Blunt also got ahead of him.
Pilling and Blunt had really enjoyed their
battle. Once he got the upper hand, the former
hoped to catch Heath but ran out of time.
Ryan Bowron made it to the finish despite his
handling problems. Coming home behind him
was Simon Ricketts who was having his first
race in the championship behind the wheel of
the Tensport hire car. Simon has raced
intermittently since he competed in karts aged
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Race 1 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 2

UNCATCHABLE
Simon Robinson kept his XR2
ahead of everyone to win race 2
The five XRs lined up at the front of the grid
for this one and, when the red lights went
out, Simon Robinson made another great
start to lead the way from Alex Causer, Paul
Green, the fast starting Jason Hennefer and
Anton Martin. As Hennefer’s power unit still
wasn’t generating as much power as he
wished, Martin was able to get ahead of him
on lap 2.
Lee Bowron got a great start from the ST pole
position and took the lead into Coppice from
Sam Beckett who had a little too much
wheelspin when this section of the race
began.
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Another making a superb getaway was
Michael Heath who blasted from fifth on the
grid into third by passing Mark Robinson and
Chris Jones. The latter, on the outside line,
took fourth at the first bend.
At Park Corner, Heath covered the inside line
as Jones made advances which allowed a
small gap to open to Beckett. During the
second part of the opening lap, Bowron was
really flying and established a 1 second
advantage.
After a couple of laps, the ST leaders caught
the slower XR cars. Beckett was delayed which
allowed Heath to challenge for second at The
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Mountain but he was unsuccessful.
This failed pass cost Heath some momentum
and put Jones in position to challenge him at
the Hairpin. He got almost fully alongside but
there was some rubbing and Jones didn’t feel
the pass was as clean as he wanted it to be
and so he lifted off to allow Heath to remain
the third ST.
On the next lap, Jones’ brake pads had
knocked off as he approached the Hairpin
and his pedal went to the floor. Fortunately,
Heath had moved right to defend the inside
leaving Jones a clear path to run wide onto
the grass run off area to slow the car down.
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Mark Robinson nipped through into fourth as
Jones regained control of his car.
This was the prelude to a crazy minute or so
at the start of the next lap, which was lap 5.
Firstly, second placed Beckett ran a little wide
at Charlies and got on the grass at the exit.
The rear of the car swung round about 45
degrees to left. Rapid application of opposite
lock caught the slide but then the pendulum
effect took over and the tail pirouetted in the
other direction sending Beckett backwards
across the grass.
Seconds later, Mark Robinson cut across the
apex of Coppice flicking up a stone which
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smashed the nearside bottom corner of Chris
Jones’ windscreen. Robinson then went on to
the grass at the exit which spat him across the
road at Charlies. Fortunately, he was far
enough ahead of Jones not to make contact.
All this mayhem left ST leader, Lee Bowron, 4
secs ahead of Michael Heath who was now
second as Jones moved up to third. The latter
was being challenged by Michael Blackburn
who had come through from the back of the
grid after his race 1 retirement. It had taken a
late night and an early start to repair all the
damage to the engine bay. Blackburn was
most grateful to those who offered parts and
assistance.
He had wanted to gain as many places as
possible to minimise the points loss in the
battle for the championship and Blackburn’s
progress up the order had been made easier
because his car was handling much better
following changes to the set up that had been
made in addition to the repairs.
It was expected that Chris Grimes would have
been charging up the order with Blackburn but
he only made it to the end of the pit-wall.
Ahead of him on the grid, a clutch problem for
Simon Ricketts caused a bottleneck when he
struggled to engage second gear. As various
cars ducked around the slow moving ST,
Grimes damaged his car when he made
contact with Ron Loffstadt. With two
retirements, the weekend was turning into a
total nightmare for Grimes and his hopes of
claiming the 2021 championship were in
threads.
While Lee Bowron had a comfortable
advantage over his Class D rivals there was no
question of him catching Simon Robinson who
was still out in front in his XR2. He was driving
beautifully and, unlike at Snetterton, there was
to be no late race retirement as he became the
first driver to take an overall victory when the
XRs have started first. He only lost 3 of the 20
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secs advantage he had at the beginning of the
15 minutes.

the first lap was over, Pilling made some
amends by passing Blunt at Park.

Another XR2 was second overall in the hands of
Alex Causer, he came home 7.7 secs behind the
winner and had a 9.3 secs advantage over Lee
Bowron when he saw the chequered flag.

Next time through the same corner, Pilling
gained another position when Ryan Bowron
attempted to pass Mark Robinson but he got
sideways on the grass. The resulting loss of
momentum allowed Pilling to get ahead.

Heath was the Class D runner-up while Chris
Jones completed the podium for the ST category
although Michael Blackburn came close to
taking the position from him when the pair had
come up to pass the third driver in the XR2
Class, Paul Green. With Jones slightly delayed as
he came up to pass the Class A car, Blackburn
thought he had a chance to pass on the inside
at Mansfield however Jones sandwiched
between him and Green so it all got very tight.
Blackburn ended up with two wheels on the
grass at the apex of the corner as he made side
to side contact with Jones. Fortunately,
everyone got through the corner with no
changes to the running order.
Gareth Pilling was sixth on the ST grid but at
the start Ryan Bowron blasted by on one side as
Mark Blunt passed him on the other but, before

Later in the race, when Robinson had his offtrack excursion exiting Coppice he re-joined
behind Pilling. The pair circulated in close
company which must have been stressful for
Robinson as, since brake failure caused him
to crash heavily into Ryan Bowron in testing at
Knockhill, he is still building up his
confidence levels when it comes to following
other cars closely.
The duo were circulating on the same pace as
Chris Jones – Pilling was delighted to have as
much speed as the front-runners. Finishing
sixth in Class D would have added to his joy
but he lost the place to Robinson when he
suffered brake pad knock off on the
penultimate lap and ran wide at the Hairpin.

Green but ahead of Mark Blunt who he just
managed to keep at bay after his moment at
the Hairpin.
Rapidly gaining on this trio on the last lap was
Sam Beckett. After his earlier spin, he drove
“like a man possessed”! He quickly passed Alec
Townley but the gap to Blunt was just a little
too much for him to make up any further
places. As in race 1, he had the consolation of
setting fastest lap.
Townley had been fending off Jordan Shorrock
and Ryan Bowron for much of the race but they
both got ahead of him on lap 7. Shorrock was
delighted for 3 reasons – his finishing position
(ninth in Class D), being able to hold off
Bowron for the entire race and getting his lap
times into the 1 minute 47s.
Rickett’s clutch problem hampered him
throughout the race. He finished fifteenth
overall ahead of the brace of Escorts of Anton
Martin and Jason Hennefer while Paul Brettell
and Ron Loffstadt were the final finishers.

Pilling crossed the line behind the XR2 of Paul

Michael Heath was the
runner-up in Class D
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Race 2 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 3

After a DNF and a fourth in Class

THIRD
TIME
LUCKY!

Michael Blackburn won race 3

Just to spice things up for the final race of the
weekend, oil was dropped in the preceding
event from Mansfield to Hall Bends.
Michael Heath’s starts were awesome all
weekend and on this occasion he lined up on
the outside of the front row so he was able to
blast into the lead on the run down to
Coppice.
For the pole-sitter, Lee Bowron, the start
wasn’t so good. Michael Blackburn and Chris
Jones followed in the wake of Heath to push
Bowron down to fourth.
Blackburn was all over the back of Heath,
weaving from one side to the other all the
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way down Park Straight then, at the
Gooseneck, Heath ran wide on the exit. No
second invitation was required for Blackburn
to take the lead.
Lee Bowron had recovered from his slow
getaway and was all over the back of Jones
while Mark Robinson defended fifth from Sam
Beckett.
At the Hairpin, Lee Bowron went down the
inside of Jones… and continued straight on.
He came to a halt on the grass with a wheel
askew. Jones was unable to turn-in on the
racing line due to the car to his right and
ended up on the grass he lost places to
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Robinson and Beckett as he made his way
back to the black stuff.
As the field headed out on lap 2, Blackburn
had a small gap to Heath while the
shenanigans at the Hairpin meant Robinson
was 1.5 secs behind Heath in third. Behind
Beckett and Jones, sixth was about to change
hands as Ryan Bowron passed Gareth Pilling
at Coppice.
Chris Grimes was flying up the order from the
back of the ST section of the grid, he passed
3 cars before he reached the first corner. By
lap 2 he was able to take seventh from his
team mate, Pilling, at the entrance to the
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Gooseneck. This was as much progress as
Grimes was going to make for a while as the
Safety Car was scrambled. This was because
Lee Bowron’s car couldn’t be moved out of
harm’s way and needed to be lifted on to the
back of a recovery truck.
When the field was released, Blackburn
remained in the lead with Heath on his tail as
Beckett took third from Robinson at Park
Corner. Jones in fifth had his mirrors full of
Ryan Bowron and Grimes.
Grimes took Bowron through Hall Bends and
then on the next lap forced Jones to defend
coming down into Mansfield. Even though
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the inside line was covered Grimes came
through on the grass anyway. Looking back,
Grimes felt it was something of a wild move
which he regretted and he apologised to
Jones.
As Grimes and Jones focussed on keeping
their cars on the track, Ryan Bowron took the
opportunity to pass them both however he
held fifth for less than 100 yards as Grimes
passed him as they headed into The Mountain.
So Blackburn took his first win of the weekend.
He pulled out a couple of seconds over Heath
who had to defend vigorously from Beckett on
the last lap while Grimes finished a race for
the first time at this meeting in fourth ahead
of R. Bowron and Jones. Beckett made it a
grand slam of fastest laps at Cadwell.

Despite having to yield to Blunt, Townley was
very pleased with his pace – he got down into
the 1 minute 48s – and feels he is getting
closer to the front of the field.
Jordan Shorrock followed Townley home. Due
to the amount of oil that had gone down on
the track, he decided to err on the side of
safety to bring the car home in one piece.
Overall, he is happy to be getting closer to
the front-running pace but feels his race craft
needs improving and hopes to gain more
experience in this area between now and the
end of the season.

The Tensport Motorsport Team changed the
clutch on Simon Rickett’s car so that he could
change gear without a problem during race 3
however due to starting at the back and
reduced racing time during the Safety Car
period twelfth was the best he could manage.
Nonetheless, he had thoroughly enjoyed his
first weekend in the ST-XR Challenge. “Loved
the weekend - great cars and great
Championship. I hope to be back soon!” was
Simon’s parting comment.
Next up were the XR runners with Ron
Loffstadt’s ST in the middle of them. Simon

Robinson completed a hat-trick of Class A
wins as he led home Alex Causer and Paul
Green in their XR2s then behind Loffstadt came
the two Class B cars of Anton Martin and Jason
Hennefer.
Martin had a fine debut meeting as
Class B 3 times and then on Bank
Monday he switched to the Pre83
Touring Car Championship and the
that.

he won
Holiday
Classic
lead in

Paul Brettell did not take part in this race due
to commitments away from the circuit.
Jason Hennefer was driving
Ryan Bowron’s old Escort

Gareth Pilling had a bad start and had to battle
ahead of Mark Blunt in the early laps before
the Safety Car came out. He secured an eighth
place finish and, having twice finished sixth in
the previous 2 races, he was delighted with his
results from the weekend. For the remainder
of the season, however, he is going to hand
the keys to his car to Richard Steele as his
partner is expecting a baby before the series
reconvenes at Oulton Park in October.
Mark Blunt is sorry to hear that Pilling is
hanging up his helmet for the time being as
the pair have had some great battles this
season and Mark never got the opportunity to
finish ahead of his rival. In this race, Blunt
carried a ton of speed through the first corner
but then had to lift at Charlies because Pilling
was side by side with Ryan Bowron. This
allowed Alec Townley to pass Blunt and he was
still ahead when the Safety Car came out.
When the track went back to green, Blunt was
able to get ahead of Townley and quickly
closed the 1 second gap to Pilling but the
chequered flag was waved before he could put
in a challenge.
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Race 3 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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This report was produced by
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Lots more great photos are available to buy from the Meeting Gallery:
https://jonelseyphotography.photoshelter.com/gallery/BRSCC-ST-XRChallenge-2021Snetterton/G0000pu.E3C7s9Tk?fbclid=IwAR3aFYO7MWdB6AMnQwSlz8PBcEMl1p
ytPHI4_fn1nCFTiCqdq9iXUi_rtkk
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